
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY DECLARATION

One of the essential elements that inspire the INSTACLACK INTERNACIONAL policy is the commitment for the 
environmental protection in all the actions.

For this reason, the INSTACLACK INTERNACIONAL manager has decided to publish his environmental action 
principles in order to guide and inspire the activities of all the company staff and at the same time to manifest our 
public commitment with the sustainable development.

Since  our  company  establisment,  we  have  followed  an  environmental  conservationist  policy  using  the  latest 
technology products with a minimum environmental repercussion.

INSTACLACK INTERNACIONAL has always committed for taking care the environment,  planting trees in the 
warehouse courtyard, installing photovoltaic panels, changing the swelling agent using hydrocarbon, using the 
sunlight instead artificial light, recycling paper...

The INSTACLACK INTERNACIONAL environmental  policy is inspired in two essential  principles:  fullfilling the 
environmental regulation applied and the continuous inprovement of the development activities with the aim to 
protect the environment.

 To put into practice both principles, the INSTACLACK INTERNACIONAL management propose:

- To  adopt  the  necessary  measures  to  prevent  contamination  and  when  it  is  not  possible,  reduce  the 
contaminant emissions to a minimum.

- To reduce the waste systematically, recycling and reusing when it is possible, at the same time we use the 
natural resources, raw materials and energy efficiently.

- To establish procedures to check the fullfilling of the environmental policy, like the application of the correct 
measures in front of the non-fulfilment detected.

- To establish an emergency plan in case there is an accident that can affect the environment.

- To define and check the objectives periodically and environmental establish aims in compliance with this 
environmental policy, inside the continuous improvement process in our action.

- To  spread  the  environmental  policy  between  the  employees,  suppliers,  subcontract  people,  and  other 
interested parties.

- To form and make aware our employees about all possible environmental aspects that can be generated, 
make them participate about the respect of our policy in all their activities.

- To  mantain  up  to  date  an  environmental  management  system  suitable  to  the  nature,  magnitude  and 
environmental impacts of our activities and services.

Martorelles, 16th of October 2009.

Jordi Costa Padrós
Managing director.
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